In-vivo signal transmission using an intra-corporal RF transmitter.
In clinical routine, measurements of human physiological parameters are very important. In this paper, a study of RF transmission from the inside to the outside of a biological body is described. In the course of this work, an overview of the state of the art of wireless biotelemetry and the basics of biological tissue attenuation are given. In addition, several prototype transmitters were designed and developed with frequencies ranging from 50 to 700 MHz. With these transmitters a study of an in-vivo transmission was run to measure realistic attenuation values of a living biological subject. In the evaluation phase, a prototype transmitter was placed in the esophagus, near the heart, of a narcotized living pig. This allows demonstrating the transmission out of an animal with human-like tissue properties. The results show a possible transmission at 58, 119, 240, 418 and 672 MHz with acceptable loss.